Study on the polymorphism of G-quadruplexes by reversed-phase HPLC and LC-MS.
Polymorphism is inherent for G-quadruplexes (G4s), and the different structural forms are important for the participation in different biological functions of telomeres. A lot of progress has been made in the exploration of G4 polymorphism. However, quick separation and reliable assessment methods for different conformations of G4 are still very few. In this work, the polymorphism of three sequences d[(G3T)3G3], d[(G3C)3G3] and d[(G3T)4] annealed in six different solutions were investigated by means of reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC), liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), fluorescence spectroscopy, circular dichroism spectroscopy, together with native-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Different G4 conformations of these three sequences can be separated clearly by RP-HPLC, and further characterized by on-line LC-MS analysis. It is revealed that high-order structures other than intramolecular quadruplexes were favored for d[(G3T)3G3] and d[(G3C)3G3] under the annealing conditions. However, flanking loop impeded d[(G3T)4] to form higher-order structures than dimer. In addition, the nature and concentration of cation, as well as the annealing solution component, all have decent influence on the stability and relative ratios of various G4 building blocks. Based on the above findings, RP-HPLC and LC-MS combined with spectroscopic techniques can be used as a facile and powerful tool for quick separation and identification of G4s in solutions, and for effective assessment of DNA sequences and annealing environments on G4 polymorphism. The established protocol provides a novel strategy for evaluating G4 polymorphism, which will facilitate studies on quadruplex structures and their biophysical properties.